2002 ford ranger door ajar switch

The Door ajar light is stuck on cant seem to find the switch any idea of where it should be? And
if I find it what can i do to fix it the light staying on. Michael answered 12 years ago. There is a
plastic mechanism between the hinges that "reads" whether the door is open or shut.. Has to
replaced to have the light go out. I am having the same problem with my explorer.. I am just
going to ignore it.. Lee answered 12 years ago. Todd answered 12 years ago. Dude That worked
perfectly Now i can put my dome lights back in once again thanks. GuruZGH1 answered 3 years
ago. Spray wd40 on the latching mechanism. That's where the interior switch is. Then open and
shut the door a few times. Fixed mine right up. GuruBC1JM answered 2 years ago. Gary
answered 2 years ago. Note that on this model, the two rear doors have latches at top and
bottom. In my case it was the bottom latch on a rear door that was the cause. Guru1H2GP
answered about a year ago. Swamp17 answered about a year ago. GuruX6F6W answered about
a year ago. GuruN9RH8 answered about a year ago. Guru8HLY1 answered about a year ago.
Probably a silly question, but does the door ajar being stuck affect the battery from dying
faster? Pierre answered 2 months ago. Guru9Z8LLM answered 2 months ago. I really felt stupid
when I read the wb40 comment I even took the fender the door and the radio to look into wires
system. Door ajar light comes on when driving. When I get out of truck and shut the doo the
dome light won't go off. Spraying WD40 in the latch doesn't work. Any ideas where the sensor
Now the door ajar light is on constantly and beeps annoying and the interior l I have a Ford
Explorer and the door light does not go off causing the battery to drain. I have a different car.
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Mine appear to be sticking, as the warning and the light stay on sometimes for extended periods
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little rubber-covered spring switches on each door, but I'm darned if I can find anything like that
on my Ranger. Join Date: Oct Last edited by FX4; at PM. Find all posts by FX4. Thanks, and also
Rats!!!! Why, one wonders, did they decide to make it that hard? Maybe so you have to have the
dealer do it? Join Date: Nov Posts: 6, What you're describing is a frequent problem posted to
this forum and the simple solution is to soak the door latches in WD and slam the doors closed
for a few times. Find all posts by Tom. Thanks to you both, perhaps I'll try a rubber-friendly
spray solvent of some kind, followed by WD or spray silicone or such-like. Thread Tools. User
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above 60F its on all the time. I had a Mechanic tell me to replace the switch - I cant find no
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on all the time I tried to clean and oil the latches. Took the truck to a local mechanic who got
further in depth and took the door apart and checked the wiring harness to see what the
problem was. He couldn't find it so I took it to the dealer. The tech knew what was the problem
immediately he said the latches had to be replaced. He replaced them and since then the
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